Oxford and attached to Magdalen College, of which I was a Fellow. I had also worked in the Physiology Department there with members of his group, J. C. Eccles and D. Denny-Brown, who were also attached to Magdalen. The [S] to express himself a pagan. He would like to be frank and sensual but cannot quite bring himself to the level of us ordinary men. So he uses Goethe as a go-between -with partial success. "How he admired the profligacy of nature. And why shouldn't nature be prodigal. Oh and how prodigal she is, isn't she, think of the spermatozoa, Young, millions of them". Looking at me with that twinkle again, deliciously innocent and dirty.
The nun came in all cowled in white, talked a little in her Irish brogue and helped again with the cushions. "He likes you to stay till 9.30-do stay until then with him."
And so we talked of nerves and neurologists. He had read my article in Nature4 (brought him by R. A. Fisher") and was intrigued at the idea of the myelin as a droplet, but without much understanding of it. When I said that we had suffered from regarding the nerve fibre as a wire, "Oh no, Young, I never did that. But how marvellously it is adapted to its function".
He spoke very well of A. V. Hill6 and especially that he had abandoned in print his hypothesis that the contraction of a muscle fibre is due to surface tension.
On my going to University College he would only say "Well I suppose that subject has been neglected for so long that there must be many things to do". But I had the impression that he was disappointed though he wished me very well.
He spoke of the brotherliness of American neurologists and the Harvey Cushing Society and of his deep affection for John and Lucia Fulton.7 "But he has one fault. Someone comes along who you or I Young would say was not very clever. But not John ... ." He has always had a way of not finishing his sentences when they are human, especially if they are censorious. It is part of the same unwillingness to descend to the common level, though he understands it well. But he is too charitable to be happy in criticism.
Then by some talk of the giraffe he was reminded of an experiment he had seen at (London, Oxford University Press, 1938) , and Selected readigs in the history of physiology (Springfield, Illinois, C. C. Thomas, 1930 ).
Short Articles
Lyons done on a horse-the blood poured from the masseter vein when the nerve was stimulated-and the animal stood still the whole time. "What training!" This was done by Chauveau,8 a man he said, of unequal worth-"But perhaps the most handsome man I have ever seen. The last time it was outside the Caf6 Royal when he had his coat, as Frenchmen do, over his shoulders like a cloak."
And then of Ram6n y Cajal.9 How he came to dinner but "showed his caf6 habits by reducing his bread to a pile of crumbs and then to end some argument sweeping the whole lot on to the floor. My wife laughed and laughed." Cajal was very unpunctual and difficult to manage and when he was wanted for an honorary degree in Cambridge was found wandering on the [King's] Parade.
Finally he talked a little of proprioceptors and of his own mistake of not being certain if the sensory fibre degenerates when the dorsal roots are cut. But I somehow failed to make him talk much of his own work or show him how much I admired it.
He is going soon to Droitwich for a cure and I urged him to try to stop at Magdalen on his way. He was a little tempted but pointed out the difficulties as he could not either dress or undress himself. "But on the way back from the cure it would perhaps be possible."
And so I left this modest little man after sitting by his gas fire with him for an hour and hardly speaking of himself or his works. He hobbled to the top of the stairs with me and would have liked to come down. He left me with greetings to all his friends in Oxford.
